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Abstract  

Art is pretty ironic. How else would you describe the ruins of Buddhist art and architecture which have 

great reflection of Music in their structure  in India? The development began from the on iconic stage early 

4th century BC to 1st century BC with the emergence of symbolic imagery and its final stronghold (1st 

century AD). Century - 6th century AD) can be continuously tracked and classified. Beginning with a 

simple spherical mound containing the relics of Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, the monument 

depicts in vivid fluidity and lyricism the life and previous incarnations (Jataka Tales) of the Buddha and 

scenes from each life. Up until the emergence of traditional stupas, Buddhist art represented ancient India 

and, above all, opposed the adjuncts to the principles that gave rise to it: the doctrines of rigor, simplicity, 

and non-symbolic worship.  Logically  and paradoxically, Buddhist art was ultimately abandoned by the 

Buddha, even though the scriptures state that historical Buddhas never imposed limits on the expression of 

figurative art itself. It's just that he came to represent that life - dance, music, court life, and an 

extravagant lifestyle - what he called the life hidden beneath Maya. But it is precisely this celebration of 

life that this artical explores, whether dance and music is the criteria for celebration. Depictions of solemn 

events can be found on hundreds of tablets, friezes, panels, gates and medallions from numerous Buddhist 

sites across India. The article will focus on several  regions: Ajanta west, Sanchi, Barhat east, Mathura 

central, Amaravati and Nagarjunakonda south, and Gandhara  Apart from the brief lists of dance and music 

examples depicted on these pages, regional differences and stylistic qualities is compared and studied ,As 

we learned and  examines dance or music in sculpture or murals cannot study  each art in isolation. It is 

more than a way of approaching this subject; it is a belief, practice and acceptance emanating from 

Natyashastra himself. Dance and music are forever linked and, along with history, are reflected in our 

nation's art and mural traditions. The poses of classical and folk dances are reflected in the static forms of 

the sculptures, the facial expressions of the dancers on the murals convey the mood of the music, and the 

detailed depictions of  the audience, the revellers and the audience's facial expressions clarify it. Dance and 

music were one cause of joy.  Dance and music evoke passionate expressions in performers and audiences, 

and this is evident in Buddhist art. 
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Introduction  

 What are the essential qualities that make the dance and music scene come alive? The lay people who 

participate enthusiastically are all explored in Buddhist rock paintings and murals.. For example, to what 

extent can women's social status be read from stone remains? What do the costumes, jewellery, hairstyles, 

and other decorative elements depicted on men and women tell us about ancient Indian society? It shows 

quite a few examples of scenes, queens with retinue, street life, etc. Do these scenes match the literary 

evidence of court life and society in ancient India?  The dynamics of performance art - dance and music - 

were explained. We briefly discussed the different steps, mudras, movements that make up the dance, and 

the beats that make up the music. Is it possible to establish that there was a formal system of classical dance 

in the early centuries before the year 2000?  Are the instruments depicted in the engravings consistent with 

current traditions and are they still in use. Buddha was not generally depicted as dancing. On a metaphysical 

level, how the lay people and devotees, including the court, came to support dance scenes and festive tables 

in praise of the Buddha is a source of eternal wonder. Rhythm formed an important part of Buddhist sangha 

(the brotherhood of monks and nuns), and chanting mantras and playing music were the norm. The project 

also examines audience dynamics with panels depicting dance and music. The caveat here is not to make 

the mistake of transferring the postmodern understanding of gaze and surveillance to the audience's facial 

expressions. It is primarily a work of devotion to artists, devotees, monks, and religious teachings, so it is 

difficult to place this view in other contexts. explored unconventional perspectives on the devotional 

audience depicted.  One aspect that the project has not satisfactorily answered or  even approached is the 

author's problem. Only those familiar with Natyashastra, Shilpashastra and other painting, dance and 

sculpture canons were allowed to become artists. Historians should consider the possibility that monks and 

nuns  had the opportunity to study these texts and take on the dual role of sangha and art. This question is 

particularly relevant because we are searching forFinally, how do you place music and dance in his 21st 

century Buddhism? Every year, Buddha Purnima (April-May) is celebrated by Buddhists around the world 

as one of the most sacred festivals. What celebratory rituals do they follow? What role  music and dance 

play in today's celebration. It is important to carefully document these carving and mural relics, as they are 

the only link to understanding a culture that is a phenomenon far removed from modern Buddhist practice. 

Dance is characterized in the Natyashastra in two aspects, Natya (imitation) and Nurutya (pure dance), the 

purpose of which is to promote the feelings and emotions (bhava) that best express one's love for God. to 

express. This is achieved by evoking a powerful rasa or mood, a response that contains both  emotional 

and aesthetic components. Given the expressive power at its disposal, it was appropriate that dance was an 

integral part of religious worship. Underlying this dance festival is a distinctly Indian attitude towards the 

body and the senses. It is neither a temptation nor a trap. A beautiful body  is the temple of God, and dance 

is the medium that invokes God. All forms of dance – postures, movements, contexts – are imbued with 

deep spiritual and symbolic meaning. No wonder the first instruction given to a budding artist in a text of 

Sanskrit theory is to understand Indian sculpture without being fully acquainted with the art of dance. I 

understood very early on that sculpture is about expressing movement through form. There is nothing more 

restrained, yet energetic, graceful and exuberant than dance. Most of the hand gestures and postures 

encountered especially in sculpture are borrowed from the dancer's repertoire.Buddhist art and architecture 

share the same aesthetic norms and iconographic theories that govern the sacred images of the Hindu 

pantheon and architecture. Thus, we find various Apsaras and Gandharvas inhabiting Buddhist art. Music 

and dance entertainment play an important role in both Buddhist mythology and the Buddha's career. Even 

after the Buddha attained enlightenment, Amrapalli, a prostitute who was adept at various arts, was one of 

the Buddha's main patrons. Several  Buddhist reliefs clearly show that dance was an integral part of 

Buddhist worship. The birth of  Buddha and Mahavira was accompanied by music, as was their marriage. 

But the Buddha's father kept the Buddha constantly surrounded by pleasures  to dissuade him from his 

decision to renounce the world. During his enlightenment Mara also sent his lustful daughters to distract 

him  Buddha dancing and singing. The episode simply repeats what the gods of Hindu mythology do when 

they feel threatened by mortal penance. music“Ancient Sanskrit literature and musicological treatises often 
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refer to Indian musical instruments and describe them in stunning detail. Colliding instruments), numbering 

more than 500, each with a different form, playing technique and tonal quality. Many types of veenas, 

drums, whistles, gongs and bells are depicted in the ancient carvings of Barhat, Mathura, Gandhara, 

Amravati and Sanchi, as well as the frescoes and ceilings of Ajanta. These sculptures and paintings usually 

reveal details such  as how many performers attended a concert or dance party, what instruments were used 

as accompaniment, and how they held and played the instruments. Regarding the theory of  music they 

practiced in ancient India and the characteristics of the instruments they used, the only sources of 

information are those directly dealing with music. At Bharhut, Sanchi and Bhaja,  artists  sculpted various 

types of musical instruments into scenes depicting the life of Buddha. Various flutes, veins, drums, 

whistles, shells, bells and gongs are represented. The type of veena commonly seen in these scenes is that 

of a bow-shaped harp used as a handle. It has a boat-shaped resonator. The bow shift has several parallel 

strings attached one above the other. This instrument was played by both men and women seated. There 

were other kinds of veins that hung on the arm and carried. Instruments of this type are found in Gandhara, 

Amravati and Nagarjunakonda. This type of veena continued to be used until the time of Guptas. ``Thus, 

attempts to reconstruct the history of Indian classical dance  not only rely on the texts and commentaries 

of the dance since Bharata's Natyashastra, but also on what has been preserved in the practice traditions of 

teachers and dancers. Moreover, in order to relate material from these two parallel sources into  meaningful 

patterns, historians have looked into classical literature to find numerous references to dance and dance 

practice, as well as the vividness of dance metaphors. expressive and insightful use, and finally, a continual 

cross-referencing of sculptural materials, not only to establish regional patterns but also to indicate 

chronological order. In other words, a historical study of dance art  in India will require complex research 

involving multiple students. archaeological sourcesPerhaps the most controversial symbol of the 

subcontinent's dance heritage can be traced to Mohenjo Daro's obscure bronze statue "The Dancer," which 

stands before literary evidence. An equally important figure is Harappa's broken torso, possibly the distant 

first prototype of Shiva as Nataraja.Thousands of years after Mohenjo-Daro, the first friezes of his scenes 

in full swing appear on Indian sculptures. The first of these are the dancer groups from the Udaigiri and 

Kandagiri caves in Orissa (2nd century BC), with Brahman and Jain orientations. Here the dancers are  

surrounded by a full orchestra. The Bharhut, Sanchi and Amravati stupas are packed with panels of dancers 

worshiping the Buddha. Next to it is a tree nymph (shalabhanjika), entwined in a tree with dance moves. 

The flying figures that adorn the Stupas, Celestial Bodies, Kinnara, Gandharva, especially Amravati and 

Nagarjunakonda, all also have dance movements. literary source His Natyashastra of Bharata Muni 

codified Indian knowledge of dramatic art, dance, music and aesthetics. It is believed that it took its present 

form in the 4th century AD or he in the 5th century. It narrates the divine origin of dance by Brahma and 

the creation of heavenly dancers (apsaras) to perform this art for the first time. The divine architect 

Vishvakarma was instructed to build a dance hall (mandapa), which is an integral part of all Hindu temples. 

Musical  Instruments mentioned in documents from the Gupta period (4th  to 6th centuries AD) and 

probably used during this period are the vipanchi, the paribadini (seven-stringed instrument), the mulaja (a 

type of drum), the vamsa (flute) and the kamsha tala ( cymbal). Kalidasa refers to turya vadia (wind 

instruments), valaki and atdia (string instruments). He also mentions  mridanga (drum), vamsa (flute) and  

pushkara (drum). A dandubi was a type of kettledrum like a nagara. Jaraja was the  conch shell that heralded 

war and peace, and Ghantha was the  bell.  Buddhist literature Buddhist literature and canons often refer to 

the art of music and dance. These arts are usually spoken of with gratitude and viewed as demanding arts 

that require mastery and mastery. However, there is also evidence in these texts that easily convinces the 

basic purpose for which music and dance were used. These works provide enough data to convince us of 

the existence of a mindset that regards the arts of music and dance as traps and temptations to resist and 

overcome. Sometimes we  come across very technical references to music. Dancing peacocks are common 

in the Jatakas. Jataka No. 32 is a fable of a dancing peacock that in a cheeky dance loses his bride, the 

daughter of the King of Birds. Another tells  of Queen Rohini who was jealous of the dancers. Another of 

his is the story of a monk who was once a pantomime (Nata). Other Jataka legends are also rich in references 

to Natha and Nataka.In Kusajataka) there is the expression ``Detu natakani lepattha passama - Bhadde 
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puttassa te rajjam''. H. "Lady, when you hand over the kingdom to her son, you must introduce a dramatic 

celebration." (Udaya Jataka) Book. In  other Jatakas, art is frequently mentioned as part of royal 

entertainment. Thus, Khantivadi Jataka mentions his four departments of music and dance namely Gita, 

Vadhya, Nurutta and Natiya as part of the royal entertainment.  

Dance and Music in Jataka stories and Buddhist monuments - 

We also learn from the same Jataka that Vina was part of an orchestral band. A hand clapper  is known as 

a Panissaba.The dancer is also mentioned in Jataka. They are skilled in dance and music. Jataka also has 

frequent references to students sent to study in Banaras at the king's expense. Music and dance formed the 

subject of this study.In Mahabastu, dancing is an important feature of King Suddhodana's court life. The 

prince sings, dances, hears drums, tabor, lyres, flutes and cymbals in his palace, but there is melancholy in 

his heart.  Bodhisattva is immune to all this and wants to give up this game of getting his life back. He 

leaves the palace and the depiction of the sleeping women says a lot about their musical training and 

achievements. One held Vina, another Venu, another Nakula, another Sughosa, another Tunaka, another 

Vallaki, another Panava and so on. Mahavastu refers to the accompaniment to the performance of the 

Apsaras.of  pipes passing through Kinnaras in several places. In all these references, song is more important 

and the idea of pankaganika turyani comes up frequently. The word turiya consists of all five musical 

instruments: atata, vitata, atatabitata, ghana and sushila. Used as a generic term for the entire orchestra.  

Prostitutes like Ambapari and Saravati are well known in Buddhist legends. Her dance bill was high. They 

have preserved their dance and musical traditions in  classical form. They are known as experts in singing, 

dancing and playing the lute. Lalitavistara lists many subjects to study. Of the 86 arts mentioned, 4 deal 

with music and dance.Vina vadyanrtyam, lasyam and natyam are mentioned.nrtyam or dance is associated 

with interpretation and tala is associated with instrumental vadya. You can see that there are  

Dance and drama are mentioned elsewhere in Lalita Vistara. "At Rajagra, his disciplines Maudgarayana 

and Upatisha demonstrated their dramatic skills in several exhibitions  and shows." You can also see that. 

Kauvalya was one of the most glamorous actresses of her time in drama. However, when she seduced some 

monks, the Buddha turned her into an abominable woman.These and other references  in  Buddhist legend 

remain unquestioned in our minds about the extensive knowledge and practice of the arts. The sculptural 

evidence  strongly supports this, with Bharhut, Sanchi and Amravati being living testimony.Milinda Panha 

gives a list of traditions, secular laws, arithmetic, music, and martial arts, but dance is clearly missing from 

this list.Very early in the history of Buddhism,  Buddhist monastic orders abandoned their strong hostility 

to the theater and even used the stage as a vehicle for propaganda of Buddhist teachings. There was no 

hesitation in letting the stage appear. Allegorical games were also  very popular. One of the palm-leaf turfan 

manuscripts of the  Asvaghosa drama contains wisdom, endurance, and a scene in which a female 

allegorical figure appears to be praising the Buddha. From Takakusu's description, we know that Harsa 

used to perform his play 'Nagananda' (based on the story of a Bodhisattva who sacrificed himself in place 

of a Naga) in groups to music. It was accompanied by dance and theater. Hartha also familiarized himself 

with Vishvantara in Chandradasa and Buddha Kalita in Asvagosa, equipping him with music and 

dance.The evidence  these lyrics provide leads us to the conclusion that acting was a thriving profession. 

Dancing was different from the more common and  popular acting and pantomime arts practiced by Nata. 

The dances described in  Lalitavistara and  Mahavastu are the only references to the classical solo her dance 

encountered here. The interrelationship, or rather completeness, between dance, music and  art traditions 

is well represented by the dialogue between  Vajra and Markandeya in the Vishnudharmottara Purana. King 

Vajra asks the sage to accept him as his disciple and teach him the art of icon-making. The sage replies that 

without knowledge of painting he cannot comprehend the principles of  painting. King's wish . instruction 

in this art and is told that unless he is accomplished as a dancer, he cannot grasp even the rudiments of 

painting. The king requests that he be taught dancing whereupon the sage replies that without a keen sense 

of rhythm or knowledge of instrumental music, proficiency in dance is impossible. Once again the king 

requests that he be taught thee subjects, to which the sage replies that a mastery of vocal music is necessary 
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before one can be proficient in instrumental music; and so finally the sage takes the king through all these 

stages before he is taught the art of iconography.In a discussion between King Vajra and Markandeya on 

painting and drama (natya) occurs a memorable verse which states in a nutshell the manifold inter-

relationships of the visual arts and the plastic arts: King is told, “As in natya, so also in painting (citra), it 

is the imitation of the universe, that is the representation of man and other human beings in their state of 

emotion: as in natya, so in painting, those eyes, those bhava, that abhinaya anga and the upanga present a 

supreme picture – the parama citra.”What has been said here of painting can be applied with equal 

justification to sculpture, and the statement gives us a clue to the nature of relationship between these arts. 

There is first the identity of the purpose of all Indian arts. Indian sculpture and painting are what the 

Upanishads affirm from a philosophical point of view, what the Mahabharata, Ramayana and other creative 

literary works represent in allegory, and what Indian theater (natya) and dance are visual. What is expressed 

in the form is embodied in a formative form. The figures in Indian sculpture and painting are deities of 

Indian literature and Indian dance. They are cosmic beings, embodiment of  abstract ideas, and have 

innermost spiritual meanings. The human form is the means of communication of this state of the soul. In 

both sculpture and dance, the human form is an instrument of expression, and there must be a meaning 

inherent in all forms: the posture of the face, hands, limbs, posture and rotation of the body. On the one 

hand, it reveals the basic idea Invented by Hindu beauticians and practiced by artists, the Rasa theory has 

two sides. The first is the induced state (rasavastha) of experiencing transcendental bliss. The second is the 

emotions, moods,  permanent and temporary states that are the object of representation. The second 

provided artistic content and the first was the ultimate goal. It can be understood in the light of these 

spiritual beliefs that many transitional states (vyabhicari bhava) are composed into eight or nine states of 

existence. The technique of art is directly governed by these principles, and the technique of Indian art is 

the rule to evoke these Rasa states. These principles are  the rules of proportion in architecture,  the detailed 

formulation of the principles of tara (measurement) and bhanga (posture) in Indian sculpture,  the relative 

placement and proportions of color and perspective in painting,  and the great limbs (anga). and small limbs 

(upanga) movements split and combined, using suruti and svara (notes) in specific modes (raga) to create 

specific moods in Indian music. It is the Rasa aesthetic theory that gives Indian art its fundamental unity.A 

study of the alphabet and basic laws of composition of these arts clearly shows the parallel techniques they 

follow.The various aspects of technology are the first elements from which each of these arts is reduced. 

But it is the orientation given to these elements that gives Indian art its unique, spiritual and evocative 

character. Leads to a climax where each component of the has a corresponding spiritual or emotional value. 

Technical lines transition into an artistic whole and corresponding physical and mental experiences merge 

into overwhelming symbolism of the inner state of being. Conceived by Hindu beauticians and practiced 

by artists, the Rasa theory has two sides. The first is the induced state (rasavastha) of experiencing 

transcendental bliss. The second is the emotions, moods, permanent and temporary states that are subject 

to expression. The second provided artistic content and the first was the ultimate goal. In the light of these 

spiritual beliefs, it can be understood that many transitional states (vyabhicari bhava) are synthesized into 

eight or nine states of existence. The technique of art is directly governed by these principles, and the 

technique of Indian art is the rule to evoke these Rasa states. These principles are the rules of proportion in 

architecture, the detailed formulation of the principles of tara (scale) and bhanga (posture) in Indian 

sculpture, the relative placement and proportion of color and perspective in painting, and the great limbs ( 

Anga). Splitting and combining movements of the small limbs (upanga)  using suruti and svara (notes) in 

specific modes (ragas) to create specific moods in Indian music. It is Rasa's theory of aesthetics that gives 

Indian art its fundamental unity. A study of the alphabet and the basic laws of composition of these arts 

clearly shows the parallel techniques they follow.The various aspects of technology are the first elements 

that make up each of these arts. . But it is the coordination of these elements that gives Indian art its unique 

spiritual and evocative character. Each component leads to a climax with corresponding spiritual or 

emotional value. Technical lines merge into an artistic whole, and corresponding physical and mental 

experiences merge into overwhelming symbolism of the inner  being. The interconnectivity of dance, music 

and sculpture The  dance Angikabhinaya is based on literary themes  set to music. This music is designed 
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to respond to the dominant  and transitional states of the literary work. To evoke certain states, the music 

uses certain ragas that use certain notes (svaras) in a certain order. The dancer then creates a holistic state 

in which the themes, songs, and rhythms all contribute to evoking a particular mood. Or emotions (rasa). 

The poses used by the dancers for this purpose are the same as those in Indian sculpture,  often  a visual 

representation  of one static pose movement of the other. The principles of movement and body 

manipulation are the same as those of Shiplap Shasta, and virtually all  poses of the nrtta part of  Indian 

dance are based on the perspective of the four bangas on the one hand and the various types of asanas and 

stanas on the other. can be analyzed from other. For example, the pose used to depict arrow shooting  is 

Alida in both  arts. Similarly, many poses in Indian sculpture can be analyzed in terms of stylized dance 

movements, but may not be poses depicting the dance itself. Not only is it a result of influence, but it also 

reflects that both art adheres to the same basic rules of motion representation. Indian dancers have more 

freedom in the use of space than Indian sculptors, but the emphasis is always on the poses the dancer 

achieves through a series of movements. And in these movements as well as in the final pose (karana), the 

dancer must deviate from the prescribed limits of the  relative spacing of the various parts of the body to 

the plumb lines (sutras) of the determined banga. there is no. Such a precise sculptural representation of  

dance was only possible due to the fundamental connection between the two arts. A comparison of  Indian 

art techniques shows that certain aspects of  Indian art are integral parts of  Indian dance techniques and 

embody the salient features of each of these arts.Indian arts The deeper one delves into the art of , what 

may appear spontaneous, personal, impulsive, and natural to the lay observer is actually intentional, long-

established, scrupulously studied, and You can more clearly see the euphoria imbued with it. symbolic 

meaning . There is nothing in the scene to suggest any form of dance, classical or otherwise. Musicians and 

dancers  seem to be stepping in, but  their postures and clothing have nothing in common with the traditional 

dance scene. Scenes are important to the  instruments they hold. These include a double whistle, two carved 

trumpets, a harp, a snare drum, a tambourine, and drums. One of them she drums with a stick. This is also 

a rare feature of classical Indian drums. The shape of the drum is different from what is usually found in 

Indian sculpture. Nagara and senda (kathakali) are notable exceptions played with sticks in India. Sanchi's 

drums are indistinguishable from any of these.The most interesting thing is that it is very likely that these 

musicians are overseas, Greek to be precise. Note her outfit, matching tunic-like robe, chlamys cloak, light 

belt, no pants, and her pedilla-style lace-up sandals. They have short hair, ranging from straight to curly, 

with no beards and some  with headbands.The other two men have Pilos caps. His two of them are of 

Scythian origin, but were adopted by the Greeks. The Carnicus trumpet also corresponds to the Roman 

litus. The third man plays the aulos, a typical Greek double his flute.Bottom row: 2 carnyxes, 2 flutes, 2 

drums, and 2 other undefined instruments. The top row shows a man making an offering and making a 

prayer gesture. The higher planes are occupied by flying gods in Indian clothes - Kinnaras. Whatever the 

scene depicts,  there is much controversy about it, but the sculptor has done a very clever way to place 

some thirty-three gods on the left, with an orchestra of celestial nymphs and dancers in thick pigtails. Add 

a nice twist to make it look like The dancer seems to be accompanied by three musicians. As for her dancer 

herself, we can only see her three quarters view of her figure up to her thighs. Extend her arm forward to 

form a curve. Her hasta is not clear, but it seems to indicate a grip on her fingers that could be  a partha or 

Samyuta her hasta of Calcutta. This hand position is first seen in sculpture and is not often repeated. A 

twist of the waist is also seen, but the dance pose cannot be categorized as Karana or Kali.There are other 

scenes in Sanchi where instruments are more important  than  dance poses. His one such scene was 

identified by Ferguson as depicting the story of Lalita Vistara, in which Prince Siddhartha demonstrates 

his martial prowess by shooting arrows and creating a  fountain. In the foreground of this scene  are warriors 

with drums and flutes. These  instruments are clearly Indian when compared to the scene just described. 

There is another scene where you notice the hayashi dance at Onimiya. Burlesque of tambourines, harps 

and sistrom his orchestra accompanies the dancers. The dancer's outline is as grotesque as that of the 

musician, and the dance is decidedly unclassical.However, in this grotesque example, the laksa or  asura 

holds one hand in a pataka near the face and the other hand. stretching upwards. It clearly imitates the 

sophisticated dances of the gods. 
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Example- 

 Ajashi Pillar: Corner Pillar of the West Gate  (See Attachment 4)Scene: The upper bas-relief shows the 

Vaijayanta Palace and the Sudharma Hall of the 33 Gods, with scenes from Kudamaha. The lower panel 

shows her four women dancing to an orchestra attended by seven.Most of the figures' poses are similar to 

those of previous reliefs, showing a more exaggerated version of the pattaker hasta near the ears. The elbow 

of the bent arm is now pointing up and the putter car's hand is rather over the ear. Than the ear near the ear. 

Her second arm of the three dancers is extended down with a rigid rata her hasta. The figure on the far right 

has a svastika foot, with kunchita's foot crossing samapada's foot on her back. The pose in the fourth figure 

is important. Because apart from holding her two putter hands near her ears, she has her knees bent in a 

laterally outward position. These are the initial beginnings of the knee cucipta position, which is the basic 

pose of the original pose. It will be the Indian classical dance style for many years to come.It is clear that 

the lata hasta and pataca hasta, where the thumb touches the palm, were popular. The bending of the hips 

was also well known in ancient times, and although most of the dance was performed standing, there were 

signs of stylization, especially squats, such as those seen in scenes from Ajata Satur. rail column 

medallionScene: A pair of Kinnaras dancing.Rhythmically flowing linear movements unite these two 

figures in an integrated composition dominated by angles and straight lines, creating scenes of dance 

rhythms that  not only hang limbs and clothes, but also penetrate the contours of the body. give. Their 

masked faces hide their inner rhythm. Amaravati: balustersScene: Naga Kampaka Jataka In this courtroom 

scene he has one dancer in the middle of a similar or elaborate  orchestra. There are different instruments 

here. Instead of a harp, there is a veena-like instrument, common in later engravings, in which the flute 

plays an important role. A woman with a flute stands with dignity and plays powerfully. The drummer is 

also sitting in a rather graceful extended pose with her knees on the floor and her drums balanced on both 

feet. The characters on the left are clearly happy with their performance and raise their hands in applause. 

The dancers themselves are also very sophisticated in their cut and sewn outfits. She wears a shawl and an 

elaborate hairdress. Her legs are crossed at waist level, giving the impression that she is standing sideways 

towards the musicians, but her torso is straight towards the audience. She is standing with one arm bent 

over her shoulder and the elbow pointing  to her right side. This hand is the pataka or trip taka and is held 

close to the shoulder and not against the cheek or ear as seen in the  Bharhut. Extend your left arm 

diagonally downward and do a loose nut-controlled ratha his hasta movement. Her torso is split into her 

two units. Emphasizing her unity from her shoulders to her waist and hips. Lift her torso or her sides and 

push them to the side  without disturbing her shoulder line. In this way, the three horizontal sutras have 

been used extensively to express the complexity of movement, which is extremely difficult in sculpture. 

The lower hips, identifiable as Chinna, and parshva (lateral) movements may  also be Prasarita, but the two 

combined cannot accurately describe the movement depicted. Here you will find the first complex poses 

with various angas and upangas of the dance. The legs are crossed at waist level and one leg is ansita. The 

pose already anticipates Bhujangatrasita Kali. However, the  possible positions are either the acceptor kari 

or spanditer kari positions, where the thing crosses and the right foot crosses to a distance of five spans. 
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